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1994
 
Over two decades ago, when
The sky fallen, rain was falling,
The hell arisen, hate was growing,
They made crews, bombs were bombing,
Babies boomed,   fathers  were dying,
And darkness increased, hell reigned.
Country ruined.  During Rwandan genocide.
But, now Can it raise again.
Never, never, never  again.
 
Fred B Kagame
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A Hunter Jumped.
 
A hunter with a big jump jumped off,
But, will a hunter jump off that germ?
Can Japan and Jamaica become the
Landlocked? , simple answer is no.
 
A hunter gave us a simple lesson,
Anyway, were their reasons reasonable?
Will a hunter stay alone, or he will get
Some one with loneliness from loyalty? .
 
An economy in a hunter was jumping into.
will it also jump off or into his equal? .
Really, will a hunter jump into red line? .
Simple answer is that don't draw a line.
 
 
A hunters' wealth will manifest a
Dramatic along chain of correlation,
Will that be positive or negative?
Shall fellows feel so kindness
or Brexit will left them incoldness?
Let's us await for a change due to that night.
 
Fred B Kagame
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A Village Life Of A Cowherd
 
A Night and a day look similar,
in all civilized states.
But don't look similar,
in all primitive states.
 
That Ones' life
wasn't better
was a bitter.
 
The grown hair is not cleaned
but shaved by sharped stones
in all primitive states.
His feet doesn't cleaned by water
but cleaned by a dew.
 
That Ones' life
wasn't better
was a bitter.
 
He doesn't test any heat of blanket
but he spends night in the dew.
The field birds were only his friends,
he doesn't wear the new style
cleaning cow-dung was only lifestyle.
 
That Ones' life
wasn't better
was a bitter.
 
You would know him by his dry skin,
his food is only pumpkins.
you would know him by his begrimed feet,
his life is made of debts.
 
That Ones' life
wasn't better
was a bitter.
 
You would know him by his trouble
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every time feels Uncomfortable
every time he feels Sympathy,
For his parents actually
And ends up with narcotic.
 
That Ones' life
wasn't better
was a bitter.
 
He wouldn't purchase a wear
not because he did't care,
but only he had no bear
even, village market wasn't there.
he walked with naked feet any where.
Was he on the mankind's list?
 
That Ones' life
wasn't better
was a bitter.
 
 
At school he wasn't taking a pause
because, he had no school fees.
At school he had no friends
because, feels shouldn't be in that place.
only loneliness, sadness were his friends
Every time he was in books.
 
That Ones' life
wasn't better
was a bitter.
 
For him a story was like history
because he hadn't had any toy
in his eyes
For him cleanness was a  parable
to him a victory was annoying story.
 
That Ones' life
wasn't better
was a bitter.
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this is dramatic testimony
Life of younger cowherd man
because now he has money.
Anyway,
he can compose his own poem.
 
Fred B Kagame
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Don't Confuse Him With A Flea.
 
The severity of a lion
wrath reveals cruelty,
anger  spoils  princess
defeat glorifies strength.
delusion of the faith,
Don't confuse him with
A flea. The lion is Christ.
 
Fred B Kagame
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I'm A Currency, An Evil At The Universe
 
Frustrations
Fortunes
Favors
Haters
Lovers
Sciences
Believers
Bankers
Robots
Powers
Principles
Principalities, - -
They're my savants on the universe.
 
Blood bleed
Were blocked
In the uprooted
Heredity of a hell,
Roomers rotated
Are the routines
&, they're my weapons.
 
Only illuminates
They're my advisers,
My princes & ambassadors.
 
Not peace, not skies
Not visions, not dreams
No repair in my missions
But destruction & insecurities
They're only facts of my intentions.
 
I'm in the villages
With rangers
And dangers,
Technologies
In the mountains
Are only beliefs
Of many lives, &
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They're my strategies.
 
Billions of the eyes,
Of the hands,
Of the legs, - -
In doubles
All Follow
The lies of my aliens
Injustice and corruptions
Are my hands and mouths
I'm a currency an evil at the universe.
 
Fred B Kagame
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Inyungu Nyanyungu
 
Inyungu nya nyungu yanjye
Inyungu nya nyungu yawe
Ni inyungu yinyungu yawe
Niumugisha wumunyamugisha wawe
Ninyungu yinyunguramagambo yawe
Niumugisha wumunyamugisha wawe
Ni ibyishimo byuwo ubereye imana ye
Kuko imana yumuntu ari undi mugenzi we.
 
Inyungu nyanyungu
si mpapuro nyinshi zamafaranga
Cyangwa impano nyinshi zamabanga
Si ubwenge bwinshi bwabahanga
Cyangwa ubumenyi muzamahanga
Ni urugingo rumwe mumahanga
Ni urukundo rumwe rw'impanga
Uwo ukwita intwari mubahanga
Uwo ufasha utagendeye kuburanga.
 
Inyungu nyanyungu
Si ukwigira rwabushunguzi
Cyangwase kuba umugenzuzi
Si ukwigira umutezi winzuzi
Cyangwa uzwi nkumucuraguzi
Ni ukumenya ahubiba inzuzi
yuko atari aho uzasaruriza, ahubwo
Ari ahohatera benshi gusarusara
Nubwo abo benshi bataharuzi,
Aho hanyaho jyayo urahazi
uKorere neza urwo ruyuzi
Iyo niyo nyungu nyayo muhinzi.
 
Inyungu yawe siyo yanjye se?
Inyungu yanjye siyo yawe se?
isoko yinyungu yacu ni imwe twese,
tubonamo inyungu buri umwe muritwes.
Niho benshi babonamo inyungu muri twese,
Ninaho hakwiye kuba inyungu nyayo ya twese
Sijye, simwe, sibo, sibariya, sitwe, nitwebwe twese
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Ni murukundo, muke dukundane twese.
 
Inyungu nyanyungu
Si uyumunsi gusa ahubwo ni ejo
Si ijisho gusa ahubwo ni amaso
Si njye gusa ahubwo ni twe
Si uriya gusa ahubwo ni wowe
Si hariya gusa ahubwo ni ahouri
Si kuriya gusa ahubwo ni ukonguko
Si ibyawe gusa ahubwo ni byacutwese.
 
Inyungu nyanyungu
Ni umuntu
Uwo utegereje uwo utekereje
Uwo uguteze ibiganzabye
Uwo wimye amaso yawe
uwo udafite isoni mumasoye
Uwo niwe nyungu yawe
Niwe nyungu yanjye
Niwe nyungu yacu twese
Hamwe murukundo
Niwe nyungu nya nyungu.
 
Fred B Kagame
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Know Well, I Love You.
 
Know well, i love you.
The bone marrow of my bones,
The fresh in my flesh,
The soul in  my flesh.
With all, i'm bonded with a stress
With you i'm free with no sadness.
 
I perceived well my reasons,
To you they seemed  not cogent
But only my heart can testify it,
My soul evince it
And i believe will prove it.
 
Know well, i love you.
I can only see a sunset, and
I can not pronounce it
I grip on my chest, and
On my chest i feel it
I can feel my heart, heart beat
Is high.
 
From bottom of my heart i hate
to be defeated i bate.
I conquer,
I hit, - -
And I beat,
my failure and fear.
I'm bringing back my triumphs,
Wait until a victory approaches you
Stay perfectly adequate for me, up to my death, -
and Be aware of everything my in depth.
Sharon! , Know well, I love you.
 
Fred B Kagame
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My Mind And Succes
 
My mind is growing any more,
my mind always everywhere,
checking for what to wear,
becose, world has no lea.
 
but only what it could find is uniform,
World tries to manipulate everything as uniform
it's not possible that we can take that form.
Some must erode
to have height and width with length for good shape.
 
We are waking at the first lope,
you can reach as far as pope,
even without anything to stop,
it requires only a loop,
Anyway, you can't survive without a hope.
 
Fred B Kagame
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Ntasekibi Mubabi, Bose Nibamwe.
 
Ntasekibi mubabi,
bose nibamwe.
 
Abantu babi,
sekibi mubi,
ahantu habi.
 
mvuge abahe ndeke abahe,
mvugehehe ndeke hehe,
mvuguuwuhe ndeke uwuhe?
 
ubatera atabateguje,
cyangwa ubuteguriza kubatanya,
ubatatanyiriza kubatuza,
cyangwa ubaturiza kubatanya,
duture dutatane
cyangwa dutatane duture,
Bose sibamwe?
 
Tuvuge bande?
Adam na Eva, cyangwa kayini na Abeli?
Abazanye ubugome nubugambanyi, cyangwa
abatera inzangano mubantu?
Ababatera inkunga ruswa ibamunga, cyangwa
abiyita abakomeye biha uburenganzira bwabandi?
Abataha mu miturirwa bajugunya iminja, cyangwa
utaha mukarurike ahetse umwana?
 
Baradutunga, bakadutanga,
bakadutega imitego tukayicika,
baraturyarya bakatubeshya, bakadutanya,
bagashingisha imitwe iturimbura,
bakayitera inkunga izuba riva,
bati 'nimumarane tubasahure,
twabahereye kera, muhinga ibisheke nitabi'.
Badushukisha inica nikize,
badukoresha ibyisoni nyeya.
Ngaho abacuruza abana.
william wilberforce ati,
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'Gucuruza abantu nibicike',
ese byaracitse?
Bose sibamwe?
 
mvuge hehe?
mvuge ahonuye hatekanye, cyangwa
mvuge abobatunzi byinshi badatekanye,
mvuge ahonuye basabana umunyu, cyangwa
mvuge aho hakomeye basambanya abana,
mvuge aho ibisasu bihitana benshi, cyangwa
mvuge aho bacurira imigambi mibisha yabyo,
Ese aho hose haba ari hamwe?
 
ahatari umucyo harumwijima,
ahatari atari ukwezi hari izuba.
ahatari amanywa hari ijoro,
ahatari ukuri hari ikinyoma.
atari ubuzima ahari ubupfu,
ahatari ubwenge hari ubupfapfa.
ahatari inyota hari amazi,
ahatari ubwiza hari ububi.
ahatari ubumenyi hari inyura bwenge,
kandi
ahatari imbeho hari ubushyuhe.
aho uhisemo kuba niho ubarizwa.
hose ntago arihamwe
kandi guhinduka kurashoboka.
 
Ariko mfite inzozi
Ndabona amahoro ahindi
Ndabona abahatuye batekanye
ndabona akarengane kayoyotse
ndabona irondaruhu,
irondakarere bisezerewe,
ndabona iterambere rirambye
ndabo amashuli, amavuriro hose,
ndabona ruswa nakarengane biyoyotse
ndabona ubwiza busize ubundi
ndabona abimahanga bahungira aho,
ndabona tuva mububi tujya mubwiza
ndabona afurika yabanyafurika
ikura kubwabanyafurika.
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Ntacyobitwaye
Tugende hose, Dukore byose,
Tuvuge byose, Duhure na bose,
Dukunde bose, Tubane na bose,
Ariko bareke kutugira
banyirabayazana babyose.
kuko sitwe gusa ahubwo
nibo biyitako bazibyose.
Ntasekibi mubabi, bose sibamwe.
 
Fred B Kagame
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Otherwise, You Cannot Secure The Crime Scene
 
You cannot secure the crime scene
An attempt happened established a crime scene
No policemen at that time to secure the crime scene
Will you simply say its true crime as I have seen?
Or, will you make it laughing like Mr Bean?
 
Will you secure the crime scene?
At the first time at the crime scene
Establish cordons at the crime scene
Give necessary assistance at the scene
Don't remove anything from the crime scene.
 
You should know them all when you are at the scenes
Otherwise, you cannot secure the crime scenes.
 
At the sexual assault crime scenes
Establish cordons as to all crime scenes
Do not remove condoms at the crime scenes
First photographing whole the crime scenes
Overall, middle, and specific photos of crime scenes
 
You should know them all when you are at the scenes
Otherwise, you cannot secure the crime scenes.
 
Blood at the crime scenes
Pangs at the crime scenes
Firearms at the crime scenes
Clothes at the crime scenes
All those and others at the crime scenes
They're items of evidence from crime scenes
 
You should know them all when you are at the scenes
Otherwise, you cannot secure the crime scenes.
 
DNA s and fingerprints,
Footwear marks,
And fibers
- -
All those and others
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They're evidences of crimes
Connects crime scene and criminals
You should know all of the at the crime scenes
Otherwise you cannot secure the crime scenes.
 
Forensic photography, forensic pathology
Forensic psychology, forensic genetics
Forensic toxicology and digital forensics
All those are departments of forensics
And you should be aware of those sciences,
To understood the reasons of forensic sciences
Otherwise, you cannot secure the crime scenes.
 
Once you get the information of the crime
Remove all people from the crime scene
Establishing the cordons around the crime scene
To reduce contamination, destruction of the crime scene
Establishing entry & exit points at the crime scene
Establishing initiate entry logs and other logs t the crime scene
Searching, recovering, photograph, collecting and packing evidences
Transporting, maintaining chain of custody of them from crime scenes
Realizing the crime scene, - -
Those are steps of attending the crime scenes, and
 
You should know them all when you are at the scenes
Otherwise, you cannot secure the crime scene.
 
Photographers, sketch prepare r
Evidence recover-er, - - -
Custodian, team leader
They are crime scene search team
 
You should know them all, otherwise
You cannot secure the crime scene.
 
Presumptive tests come before
Confirmatory tests,
Confirmatory tests come before
Reporting,
Reporting comes before
Court decision,
For forensics is countless to court decision,
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Human rights instead.
You should know all of phenomenon
Otherwise, you cannot secure the crime scene.
 
Digital forensics crime scenes
Digital forensic also has crime scenes
You should secure the data of that scene
You should bring the hard disks from the scene
You should read the binary data from the scene
You should apply the swap files of the machines
You should be aware of time and the hackers
Otherwise, you will not secure the crime scenes
 
People are hustled for no reasons
People will keep on dying for no reasons,
People will keep corrupting for no reasons
Embezzlement will increase for o reasons
Money laundering, forging, - -
Will increase for no reason,
You should know them all
Otherwise you can't secure the crime scenes
 
In United States of America,
In Europe and Asia,
In Australia and South America,
In Africa and in Rwanda
In the whole world,
Crime scenes are similar
Temperature and time,
Criminals knowledge and
Materials used,
Experts attended the scene,
- - -.
Only brings difference
You should know them all
Otherwise, you cannot secure the crime scenes
 
Fred B Kagame
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Our Crown Is In The Sky
 
Our crown is in the sky.
 
Our crown is in the sky
Don't let people get hurted until you die
That's why God designed you and I
Not purchasing expensive cars from Hyundai,
They will hate you and I
But we will withstand until we die,
No repose until our task is done.
 
Our crown is in the sky
Our flight is in the sky,
All of us with machine guns
with all our commanders,
Towards those guys
No retreat no surrender,
Hope that's all to what you propose.
No repose until our task is done.
 
Our crown is in the sky
I'm now on the front line
I remember all your guidelines
I'm now on deadliness
I achieve it restlessly,
With  my machine gun
I forgotten scent of a bed-linen
No repose until our task is done.
 
Our crown is in sky
My dear sisters and brothers
You have been shooting the breeze
At home, Fretting for that bills
But Sleep well in peace
Our crown is in the sky
 
No repose until our task is done
I'm not working for the money
Not working for respect,
But working for integrity
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We work for equality
We work for liberality
We work for prosperity,
For better society
And to all humanity
Our crown is in the sky, - -,
Our crown is in the sky.
 
Fred B Kagame
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The Days Of The Anger
 
Rumors were on the mountains
Rumors were on the horizons,
Rumors were on it's hills
Roads blocked,
Left us in the valleys.
I hate that day of 1994.
 
Never again genocide, -
Never again genocide. -
 
In the valleys and valleys,
In the lakes and lakes.
All were full of blood.
In the rivers and rivers,
In the swaps and swamps,
All were full of blood.
I hate that day of 1994.
 
Never again genocide, -
Never again genocide. -
 
No friend in friends
No teacher in teachers,
No mentor in mentors
No healers in murderers.
Both turned into killers.
I hate that day of 1994.
 
Never again genocide, -
Never again genocide. -
 
A Teacher killed a student,
A student killed a teacher.
A father killed his children,
A father killed his wife.
A mentor killed a learner
I hate that day of 1994
 
Never again genocide, -
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Never again genocide.-
 
On the mountains were no doves,
Because, even them were afraid.
On the houses were only corps,
Is it because,
They didn't deserve tombs? .
On the roads were only cryings
Because, babies were hanged
During Rwandan genocide.
But, now country is healing
his people.
I hate that day of 1994.
 
Never again genocide, -
Never again genocide. -
 
Fred B Kagame
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The Place Was In Uganda
 
On 20th June
The 172nd in leap years
Reminds me the days
In few decades ago
Our vision wasn't a goal
When strategies had gone
 
That place was in Uganda
From our motherland to Uganda
But now, i'm in Rwanda
 
Reminds me the days
In 1958, many years ago
Our dignity were encircled
Our heredity were mustered
The murders assembled
Our grand parents killed
Our houses burned
I remember those days
We fled from our home land
 
We fled to Uganda
From our motherland to Uganda
But now, i'm in Rwanda
 
reminds me the periods,
I jumped into the lorries
packed like
uprooted garden weeds
when, children were moribund
due to emptiness
Many disease appeared
Millions of the places established
for apocalypse of billions
dangerous periods
From Rwanda to Uganda
 
We fled to Uganda
From our motherland to Uganda
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But now, i'm in Rwanda
 
On this wonderful day
On 20th. June
Reminds me the days
When the sun set
brought us in the struggle
when congenital increased
when were no schools
for refugees
when were no funds,
no business, no freedom
no school fees, no hygiene
i was in in the exile
 
When the sun set
brought us in the struggle
when our mothers
died of a hunger
when our home land
was full the jungle
they fused to let me back
to eat those mangoes
i was in refugee camp
It was in nshungerezi
nyakivara and in lango
Those places are in Uganda
 
That place is in Uganda
From our motherland to Uganda
But now, i'm in Rwanda
 
On this marvelous day
Of 20th. June
This should be a day of speaking
about the refugees
not be a day of quietness
This should be a day of walking
to ward the camps
Not a day of sedentary
should be a day of paying
for children without fees
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not enjoying with families
in bars.
Should be a day of sharing
with those ones in exile
not selfishness.
Should be a day of humanism
unity, equality and love
not a day of a harmony
with bands.
 
Fred B Kagame
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The Power Of A Man
 
The power of a man is in his plasma
Isn't only about a catabolism
whatever he eats is a catalyst
Initiates it's metabolism
we see it's final products.
He knows well peoples criticism
soon will make you the positivists.
 
Fred B Kagame
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We Love You Rwanda
 
Rwanda, we still love you.
motherland is in Africa
i mean is in the heart of Africa
i mean it shapes Africa
people are Africans
very proud of being Africans
very proud landlocked
very proud vision 2020
very proud economic transformation
Great mission, great ambition
only home growing solution.
(umuganda, agaciro, gacaca, ...)    
to achieve their mission
A thousand hills with his people is a nation.
 
Rwanda, we still love you
Great territory is you,
even in the history was you,
No one comes as big as you.
Rwanda, we still love you.
In community services we serve you
we stopped those who hewed you.
Fellow friends country wants you,
Rwanda, we still love you.
 
your considerable lakes and valleys
The great hills, rivers and volcanoes
The gorillas, zebra, and lions
all are your trinkets
And we are your crown.
 
And Foreigners also loves you
but their aids are too much poisonous
because most of some have jealous,
for yours life is not too much in dangers,
but yours are still righteous,
and Yours are still courageous.
We are still your rangers,
God is still with us.
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Rwanda, we still love you.
yours, we will not leave you alone
you will never walk alone
we are working hard to pay your loans
we are striving to bring you in honers
because, you deserve peace and security
because, our ambition is your dignity
because, you are a home of humanity
because, yours spreads love and equality,
because, you promote fraternity and liberality.
And, your life now confirms unity.
Rwanda we still love you.
 
Fred B Kagame
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When To Have Not Get Tired?
 
When you feel like don't want to talk, When the people who are always by your
side, When annoy you, When no way to leave that place. When you speak to
your soul, when incorrect answer will flow from the floor. When that place is
where your blessing is when you get tired but stayed. When your house was not
cleaned, When sky turned green, when your hair turned blue-green, When your
only friend is your soul. Is then your life to begin, that is when you have to not
get tired.
 
Fred B Kagame
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